


stop… literally you are unable to watch a video or read a book or do anything
productive when the CSA is talking so much. Many times it didn’t even make sense.
More people get off at Lisgar than Dixie. Why are we being told about Dixie platform
restrictions at MIlton?

19:10 train stopped before Kipling. The CSA did not say anything until the 14 minute
mark, and we finally moved after 15 minutes waiting for a signal to enter the station.
The GO Transit website said it was an ‘operational issue’. The train arrived in Milton
12 minutes late on top of the 10 minutes padded to the schedule. Because only
Milton GO has its arrival time moved back, everyone but Milton customers were
eligible for a service guarantee. Add this to the innumerable occasions Milton is
screwed over by Metrolinx.

Multiple times the GO Train is crawling due to speed ‘restrictions’, yet we watch CP
freight trains on the adjacent track go full speed.

The vast majority of the time when a GO train is going slow there are no workers
present or work equipment on adjacent tracks. I think one time we went regular
speed even though there were workers…

The lack of information regarding the delays and nonsensical speed restrictions are
extremely frustrating. This is compounded by the fact that the Milton line currently has
fewer daily trains than in 1990, some 33 years ago (16 vs 19). And at off-peak times,
people are relegated to buses even though they take far longer than trains. (Other lines, i.e.
Stouffville, have off-peak trains even though in many cases buses are faster or take the
same time.) The direct buses introduced in the mid-1990s with the removal of off-peak
trains on the Milton line have now been removed as well, and people are taken to the
Lakeshore line as was the case in the 1970s. It is truly shameful that there has been zero
progress in a half-century.

When train service follows no schedule, it cripples the Milton Transit system as local buses
are timed to leave 5 minutes after GO trains arrive. When trains come in randomly, dozens
of people are waiting 30-40 minutes for a bus. Milton GO is supposed to be a transit-
oriented station, but the unpredictable train service removes any incentive to take transit.
Metrolinx is actively harming the revenue of municipal governments.

It feels like the Milton line has been effectively abandoned. When I contacted Metrolinx for
an update on the IBC for the Milton line expansion, I was sent a link to the business case
for the Milton-Trafalgar station. Service has never been worse. It is outrageous that people
are even expected to pay fares. There should be refunds issued for all trips on the Milton
line in the past two months.

Sincerely,



Hunter Culhane
Milton




